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Ahead of showing at Art Basel 2024 in Hong Kong, Indian artist 

Sameer Kulavoor discusses his creative practice, how his hometown 

of Mumbai has evolved and why travel is essential to forming new 

ideas 

Mumbai-based artist Sameer Kulavoor creates geometric paintings, drawings, videos. murals 

and installations that explore architectural forms. and investigate how the built environment 

can tell us something about its residents. particularly in how they adapt existing structures. He 

is the founder of design studio BombaY. Duck Desig�. which is currently spearheaded by his 

sister. Zeenat Kulavoor. The studio works on diverse projects spanning publication design, 

exhibitions and brand identities with clients ranging from cultural institutions. artists. 

musicians and MNCs. He was featured in Netflix India's 2016 docuseries Creative Indians and 

has collaborated with Paul Smith on t-shirt designs that paid homage to Mumbai's cycling 

culture. 

In 2023, Kulavoor held a solo show at TARQ Gallery'. titled Edifice Complex. where the artist's 

sequential drawings and video pieces were shown for the first time. The video pieces reveal a 

sequence of constantly morphing architectural forms. geometries and perspectives shifting 

into new structures. Next to the video works. the drawings that make up the frames were 

presented in sequence as a frozen still life. He also worked on a series of installations for 

Mumbai Urban Arts Festival titled Metromorphosis. whereby miniature cities were built in 

hyper-realistic detail atop colourful fishing crates. as a nod to Mumbai's original inhabitants - 

the indigenous Koli fishing community. 

Kulavoor speaks to ROAD BOOK from his Mumbai studio to discuss the pace of constant 

change in his home city, how that has fed into his art practice, and his ritual of regular travel to 

keep his work, and his impression of the city, fresh.



Tell us about your studio. 

It's currently in an industrial estate in Lower Pare I. a central part of Bombay that was known 

for its cotton mills and textile manufacturing. One can still see traces of the past, remnants of 

the mills and the occasional chimneys in the area. The neighbourhood has completely 

changed in recent years with lots of malls and massive high rises being built. Parel now has the 

largest number of skyscrapers in Bombay. 

That's interesting to see that change happen. How else do you think Mumbai has changed 

while you have lived there? 

I've lived in Bombay most of my life. I grew up here in the 80s. At that point we lived in the 

northern suburbs. I vividly remember we had to walk through okra fields from our apartment 

to reach school. That was the landscape back then. Now. when you go back to that same area, 

it has completely transformed - there is no sign of the past. Housing societies have replaced 

agricultural land, and there's a major metro line and link road passing through. 

There is an unprecedented number of new coastal roads, flyovers, bridges, subway and metro 

lines being built all at once in Bombay at the moment. It's super inconvenient. My commute 

from home to studio shouldn't take more than 20 minutes in a cab, but it currently takes an 

hour and a half. 















My practice is not a passive one - it's very active. A lot ot my work is in sequences or in 

multiples. I work ten days a month, but when I work, it is a very intense period of production. I 

am fast at my work, and I am really into it, and then I have some days where I let myself 

breathe. When I'm in the flow. I don't want to stop, but it takes time to arrive at that point when 

you know you are making compelling work. Some of the work does end up in the bin. 

I always take a step back and look at my work with fresh eyes. When you are too close to the 

work, you can lose judgement sometimes. And ultimately, you are the most important critic of 

your work that leaves the studio. 
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